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Overview

◮ What are

targeted atta ks?

◮ Atta k targets and examplatory atta k
◮ Results and

on lusions

Targeted Atta ks

◮ Targeted atta ks assume full knowledge about the
watermarking s heme ex ept the key (Ker khos' prin iple
[Ker khos, 1883℄).

◮ Consider watermark-only-atta k (WOA): want to remove
watermark with a

ess to only a single watermarked image.

◮ We do not dis uss robustness atta ks (signal pro essing,
ompression) here, but watermark se urity.

◮ Watermark se urity refers to the inability of an unauthorized
user to have a
[Kalker, 2001℄.

ess to the raw watermarking

hannel

Atta k Targets

◮ Quantization of Middle Wavelet Detail Coe ients (QMWDC)
[Kundur and Hatzinakos, 1998℄

◮ Wavelet-Tree Quantization (WTQ) [Wang and Lin, 2004℄
◮ Stru ture-Based Wavelet Tree Quantization (SBWTQ)
[Wu and Huang, 2007℄

◮ Watermarking Te hnique based on JPEG2000 Code

(WTJC)

[Chen et al., 2004℄

◮ Double Wavelet Tree Energy Modulation (DWTEM)
[Tsai et al., 2008℄

◮ Signi ant Dieren e of Wavelet Coe ient Quantization
(SDWCQ) [Lin et al., 2008℄

Analysis of QMWDC (1)
◮ Quantization of Middle Wavelet Detail Coe ients (QMWDC)
embeds a binary watermark in wavelet-domain detail subband
oe ients.

◮ A se ret key sele ts embedding positions with
h
v
d
triples (x [i , j ], x [i , j ], x [i , j ]).

oe ient

◮ The oe ients of ea h triple are ordered (x s , x m , x l ) where
s
m ≤ x l and the middle oe ient x m is quantized using
x ≤ x
bin width

∆ = (x

l −x s )

/(2Q −1) to embed one watermark bit.

Analysis of QMWDC (2)
◮ The absolute quantization error e = |rnd(x m/∆ ) − x m/∆ |
normalized by the

orresponding quantization bin width for

ea h possible embedding position [i , j ] shows a

lear bias

Cumulative Distribution Function

towardsw smaller errors in the CDF for the watermarked image.
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◮ The bias allows to estimate embedding positions,

∆ [i , j ]

reveals the optimal atta k power.

◮ Countermeasure: dither ve tor prevents estimation of
embedding positions.

Analysis of WTQ (1)

◮ Wavelet-Tree Quantization (WTQ) quantizes

oe ients of a

wavelet tree.

◮ Several trees are randomly sele ted and
super-trees to embed one bit.

ombined into

Analysis of WTQ (2)
◮ WTQ permutes the order of wavelet tree to disguise the
relation of wavelet-tree to super-tree.

◮ However,

oe ients belonging to one wavelet tree are known.

◮ The energy of quantized wavelet trees diers signi antly from

Cumulative Distribution Function

non-quantized trees allowing to guess the embedding lo ations.
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Analysis of SDWCQ (1)
◮ Signi ant Dieren e Wavelet Coe ient Quantization
(SDWCQ) groups several adja ent

oe ients into a blo ks

whi h are shued.

◮ Within ea h blo k, the signi ant dieren e
largest and se ond largest

d between the

oe ient, max and se , is made

large to en ode 1 and small to en ode

−1.

Analysis of SDWCQ (2)
◮ The shuing only en rypts the watermark message but does
not prote t the watermark

hannel.

◮ The CDF of signi ant dieren es for all possible blo ks diers

Cumulative Distribution Function

noti eable.
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Significant Difference

◮ Countermeasure: Shue
that signi ant dieren e
not se ure.

oe ients before blo k formation so
an not be

omputed; s heme is still

Lessons Learnt and Improvements

◮ Many wavelet-domain quantization-based watermarking
s hemes leak information allowing to mount an e ient atta k.

◮ The atta k methods are related to targeted steganalysis
(analysis of statisti s).

◮ The stru tures employed (wavelet trees,

oe ient blo ks,

subbands) fa ilitate the atta k.

◮ Se urity measures (permutation, dithering) are insu ient or
missing altogether.

◮ Watermarking for

opyright prote tion appli ation requires

robustness and se urity.

Experimental Results
◮ Present atta k results on ten 512

× 512

grays ale images,

separate WOA

◮ Normalized Correlation (NC) measure for watermark strength
◮ Image quality in PSNR (dB)
◮

for watermarked image against atta ked image (w, a)

◮

for original image against atta ked image (o, a)

◮

for original image against watermarked image (o, w)

QMWDC Atta k Results

without and with dither quantization, Q

=4

WTJC Atta k Results

α = 0.6

with distortion redu tion

SBWTQ Atta k Results

∆ = 10

WTQ Atta k Results

E

= 100,qmax = 336

and

ǫ = 0.1

DWTEM Atta k Results

∆ = 0.15

SDWCQ Atta k Results

γ

unrestrained, blo k size 7, T

= 12

and

α = 0.9

Con lusion

◮ Several quantization based watermarking s hemes for

opyright

prote tion in the wavelet domain have been shown inse ure

◮ Wavelet-tree stru ture exposes too mu h stru ture for atta k
◮ Many more proposals likely vulnerable
◮ Se urity issue is often ignored, no se urity measures
implemented

◮ Sour e

ode available at

http://www.wavelab.at/sour es
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